
REM’s® Solution to Your  
Container Dumping Problems 

 

Dump materials from carts, bins, Gaylord boxes or your custom containers with this  

versatile, extreme duty container lift from REM®. This unit is designed for side loading 

of materials onto REM’s® Model SC sorting conveyors, or as a feed  

for a conveyor, shredder, crusher, or other processing equipment. Simply load  

containers onto the lift and use the convenient foot switch to elevate to a   

tipping angle of approximately 45 degrees. REM’s® model HDL-5 increases worker 

productivity, reduces back-strain and lowers contaminant levels from its very first day  

of operation. 

 

HEAVY DUTY DURABLE CONSTRUCTION 

 

Built for your most demanding applications, this rugged unit is capable of lifting  

containers weighing as much as 5,000 lbs.   

REM’s® unique heavy duty 10” I-Beam frame construction and oversize rotator shaft 

along with it’s heavy duty bearings are built for maximum structural integrity.   

Special retaining rods, clamps or custom designed holding fixtures will keep your  

containers secure in the bucket while still allowing the material to discharge. 

Containers up to 120” wide can be loaded onto this heavy duty lift.  Discharge heights of 

up to 72” tall and custom bucket depth are also available. 

 

To put REM’s® model HDL-5 Hydraulic Lift to work for you call  1-800-745-4736.     

Heavy Duty Hydraulic Lift (HDL-5) 
 3000-5000 pound capacity 

Hydraulic lift’s shown are just a sample of  
the different designs available  



HDL-5 Hydraulic Lift 

 

Features: 
•Helps avoid back strain and injury 

•Lifts up to 5,000 lbs.   

•Custom designed for containers up to 120” wide  

•OSHA-required flow-control valves 

•Power-up/Power-down operation 

•Heavy Duty 10” I-Beam frame  

•Shallow incline loading ramp—secured to floor 

(reduces overall height when tilted) 

 

 

Specifications: 
•Heavy duty structural steel design 

•4.6 GPM/5 hp Hydraulic system 

•Dual hydraulic cylinders w/rod end spherical eye 

•Heavy duty flange mount bearings 

•Soft cushion rubber bucket stops 

  

 

 

LIMITED ONE YEAR WARRANTY 
*All dimensions are nominal +/- 1” 

*Specifications subject to change without notice, 

  without incurring responsibility to previous units sold 

REM, INC. 

Sales and Service 

 
Electrical safety features: 
•Unique delay for up & down operations 

•240/480 volt, three phase 

•Electrical components are UL listed 

•NEMA-4  (hose proof) enclosure  

•Motor overload/short circuit protection 

 

Options: 
•220 volt single phase 

•208, 380, 415, 480, or 575 volt, three phase 

•Flashing safety lights 

•Cycle timers 

•Full safety enclosures 

•7.5 & 10 HP Hydraulic systems available 

•Custom container widths up to 120”,  

  discharge heights up to 72” 

•Spring loaded hold-down bars  

•Custom hold-down 

•If you don’t see it, ask us! 
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Lift position Down position End View 

Hydraulic lift shown for illustration purposes only—All HDL-5 machines are designed for specific applications 


